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An hour of  Waking Up Orwell 
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PROGRAMMING BREAKDOWN:  Waking Up Orwell

AIR TIME: ~ 53-55 minutes,  between 1:00 - 5:00 PM  [1 hour of programming] 

AIR DATES:  One weekday or an afternoon weekend day (preferred) 

BREAK TIME: 5-7 minutes, Commercial Content, Station announcements or PSAs
*Times may adjust based on station announcement requirements

Segmented Programming

1st Quarter -Top of the hour [00:00]

1:11 Show Opener- “Once upon a time...” 
Followed by Station ID, Time/Weather conditions, PSAʼs etc. 

10-12 minutes - Opening weekly news update- 10-12 minutes
Reading of pertinent news with added opinion commentary for the week.
[Segment ends 14:00, to leave room for breaks]

1:30 - Run break following close of weekly news. [~ finishes @ 15:30]

2-3 Minutes DIY Government Segment -  SEEKING SPONSORS 
00:07 DIY Government clip- “Cʼmon you can do this! Time for DIY government!”
Announce website landing for activist leads, public input, town halls or events.

NOTE: The timing of this segment will float around the news or interview guest segments. 
However, it is usually part of the weekly news. It may run after the first quarter hour break or 
take place during an interview or air at the end of the program. 
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2nd quarter & Bottom of the hour

This will feature a Guest Interview or Potluck News airing after the first break.
This content will continue after the second break. 
 
1st Interview segment: 12- 25 minutes (total)”
This content may carry into the close of the program. Introduce the guest host of the program, 
proceed with interview.  

Substitute Segment: Potluck News with a Special guest host 
Guest host will be an expert or friend of the show adding a peanut gallery, all-in-gang 
commentary on an extended version of the weekly news update. We will announce the station 
number, take callers.  

1:00 - Run break following close of 1st Interview Segment. [~ finishes @ 31:00]

2nd Interview and/or Taking Callers: ~12 minutes
Here we finish the previous interview, introduce the 2nd Interview segment or continue with a 
guest host. We may announce the phone number periodically. 

If there is more emphasis on the content of the interviews, we wonʼt announce the phones.

If we in tend to take calls and havenʼt taken any callers, we then announce that we will be taking 
callers after the next break.

1:30 - Run break following close of Interview Segment. [~ finishes @ 46:00]

Cont. 2nd Interview, to Taking Calls: ~12 minutes

We announce the phone line number again.  Refresh the listeners to the guest host or interview 
subject and then begin to take calls on the air, if we are going to do this. 

Closing Segment , Transition at the Top of the Hour

Closing Segment:  
Finish Interview or Guest segment.  Final announcements: Next weekʼs topics, websites for next 
week. 

Closer: “Remember: Everyone has power, especially you!” 
Announce next programmer over the closing music. “Up next is Dancing with George. 
Stay tuned for more news and music on  [AM 1000/ FM KBLA]” 

[00:10] Second marching

1:30 - Run break following close of Waking Up Orwell. [~ finishes @ 60:00]
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